Hello Classic Car fans.
Thank you to those of you who have already entered, but for
the remainder this is possibly the last call for entries for our
Charity run on Sunday 26th July. We already have over 30 entries
and think we need to restrict to around 50+ for our drive-in picnic at the end – not least
because of the loo situation! We have a basic flushing toilet on the farm with hot water sink,
soap, sanitiser and paper towels and will also be hiring a portaloo to cope with any
‘flush’! Both will be sanitised, but fellas may well prefer to check out our well grown hedges
anyway.
I have been round the draft circular tour that David Anderson and son have thoughtfully
prepared, which is about 50 miles long and includes a couple of roads that I have never
been on before despite driving around here since Adam was a boy. There will also be a few
optional quiz questions just for fun and we will end with a drive in picnic in our meadow for
those comfortable to do so. Those entering will get another email a couple of days in
advance with joining instructions etc.
So, I know several people intend to come but seem to have run out of ‘round toits’. If that
includes you and you would like to join us – the current weather forecast is fine and settled
– please follow the instructions on the attached flyer and get your entry in asap. We cannot
take unlimited numbers this year because of Covid 19 problems, but would hate to exclude
you!
With kind regards
D. Ralph Metson

3rd Roxwell Classic Vehicle Drive
“FREEDOM FROM LOCKDOWN RUN”

Sunday 26th July 2020 start 9.30 to 10.30am
Post Lock-Down Classic Drive – all classic and different vehicles
welcome

Unique Opportunity to “DUST OFF” the classic for a 50 mile tour around the Essex Countryside in
aid of Charity
Rolling Start from the Village of Roxwell – Full Tulip Map provided with driver / co-driver quiz
included
Culminating at a privately owned meadow, lots of space with an oak lined pond off the beaten
track
Bring your table / chairs, picnic hamper and drinks for an Al Fresco Lunch

In Aid of the Roxwell Church Fund
£20 per vehicle
Entries at your own risk. To book a place please email dmarosebnk@hotmail.co.uk
Providing: Name, Car, Registration Number, mobile number
Payment: transfers to account: Roxwell Parochial Church Council,
Sort Code 30.91.85 Account no 00314627
Reference CC + first 3 letters of surname
Or Cheque to ‘PCC of Roxwell’: c/o Ken Smith, Peregrine Cottage, Boyton Cross, Roxwell CM1 4LS

